Comparison of Relative Cerebral Blood Volume and Proton Spectroscopy in Patients with Treated Gliomas


BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Elevated relative regional cerebral blood volume (rCBV) reflects the increased microvascularity that is associated with brain tumors. The purpose of this study was to investigate the potential role of rCBV in the determination of recurrent/residual disease in patients with treated gliomas.

METHODS: Thirty-one rCBV studies were performed in 19 patients with treated gliomas. All patients also had proton MR spectroscopy and conventional MR imaging. Regions of abnormality were identified on conventional MR images by two neuroradiologists and compared with rCBV and MR spectroscopic data. Metabolites and rCBV were quantified and compared in abnormal regions.

RESULTS: In high-grade tumors, rCBV values were proportional to choline in regions of tumor and nonviable tissue. Although the presence of residual/recurrent disease was often ambiguous on conventional MR images, the rCBV maps indicated regions of elevated vascularity in all low-grade tumors and in 12 of 17 grade IV lesions. Regions of elevated and low rCBV corresponded well with spectra, indicating tumor and nonviable tissue, respectively.

CONCLUSION: This study suggests that rCBV maps and MR spectroscopy are complementary techniques that may improve the detection of residual/recurrent tumor in patients with treated gliomas. Compared with the spectra, the rCBV maps may better reflect the heterogeneity of the tumor regions because of their higher resolution. The multiple markers of MR spectroscopy enable better discrimination between normal and abnormal tissue than do the rCBV maps.

The differentiation of tumor from treatment-induced necrosis and edema is critical in evaluating the response to therapy among patients with gliomas. Although conventional MR imaging is valuable in the overall assessment of such lesions, it is often difficult to differentiate persistent or recurrent tumor from post-treatment changes. For example, contrast-enhancing regions on T1-weighted images may reflect either residual/recurrent tumor or treatment-induced necrosis. There may also be significant regions of nonenhancing tumor that are indistinguishable from edema and other post-treatment effects in terms of their intensity characteristics on T2- or T1-weighted images. Techniques that measure functional characteristics of brain tissue are other possible methods to evaluate residual or recurrent tumor. For these techniques to be useful, their characteristics in treated patients must first be understood. Regional cerebral blood volume (rCBV) mapping (1–7) and proton MR spectroscopy (8–16) are MR imaging techniques that measure functional characteristics of brain tissue and that may assist in distinguishing tumor from necrosis, post-treatment effects, and edema. The possible utility of these techniques in determining recurrent/residual tumor was evaluated by studying the characteristics of rCBV and MR spectroscopy in patients with treated gliomas.

Dynamic susceptibility contrast imaging can be performed relatively rapidly within the same examination as conventional MR imaging and used to determine both relative and absolute rCBV (1–
The rationale for using rCBV to characterize brain tumors is that tumors are associated with increased microvessularity while necrosis is associated with decreased microvessularity (1–7). Comparisons of rCBV with histologic sections in patients with glioma have indicated a significant relationship between tumor vascularity and maximum tumor rCBV (5).

rCBV values have also been measured clinically for gray and white matter in normal, ischemic, irradiated, and diseased tissue (6). The absolute rCBV values for normal-appearing gray and white matter were found to decrease in patients who had received whole-brain radiation treatment, whereas patients who had received fractionated radiation therapy showed no significant change (6). Although the ratio of gray to white matter rCBV did not appear to change significantly in either group of patients, this result suggests that normal-appearing regions that are used for comparison must be chosen outside the treated volume. The rCBV was also found to decrease in the low-grade astrocytomas studied after treatment (6, 7), which indicates that the relative blood volume in treated gliomas may be less than in untreated tumors.

MR spectroscopy has shown great promise in helping to distinguish among tumor, normal tissue, and nonviable tissue, including necrosis, edema, gliosis, and cysts (8–16). This distinction is provided by the relative levels of the metabolites choline (Cho), creatine (Cr), and N-acetyl aspartate (NAA). Decreased NAA and elevated Cho are associated with tumor, whereas significant decreases in all metabolites are associated with nonviable tissue. Studies of response in gliomas after brachytherapy have shown increased Cho levels associated with tumor progression and decreased Cho in regions treated with high-dose radiation (15). The limitations of MR spectroscopy arise from its relatively coarse spatial resolution.

The higher resolution of rCBV maps and the possibly improved specificity of MR spectroscopy due to multiple metabolic markers suggest that these two functional imaging techniques may be complementary for the assessment of response to therapy. With recent advances in hardware and software, it is now possible to perform both types of studies within the same examination and thereby to decrease the time and effort needed to perform these procedures. To better understand the role of rCBV and MR spectroscopy in determining the presence and extent of tumor, we compared conventional MR imaging characteristics, rCBV, and proton spectroscopic data in 31 studies of 19 patients with treated gliomas. This study had two components: the first was a visual comparison of conventional MR images, rCBV maps, and spectral data; the second was a quantitative comparison of rCBV and metabolite levels.

### Methods

Thirty-one MR imaging studies were performed, including conventional MR imaging, CBV mapping, and proton MR spectroscopy. All images and spectra were acquired on a GE 1.5-T magnet with a GE EchoSpeed system.

#### Patients

MR examinations were performed in 19 patients with primary gliomas. On the basis of the World Health Organization II grading system, eight patients (17 studies) had grade IV gliomas, four patients (seven studies) had grade III gliomas, and seven patients (seven studies) had grade II gliomas. The study group included seven women and 12 men with an overall mean age of 41 years. Table 1 summarizes the diagnosis and treatment in these patients. The six patients with high-grade tumors who received multiple MR examinations were studied an average of three times each. Informed consent was obtained from all patients for these studies, in accordance with the guidelines of the Committee on Human Research at this institution.

In each study, which lasted 1.5 hours, T2- and proton density-weighted images were acquired using a spin-echo sequence with a TR/TE of 2500/30/80, a slice thickness of 3 mm, and a 10 cm, 256 × 128 matrix, and an acquisition time of 17 minutes. A bolus of 0.1 mmol/kg body weight of contrast material was injected rapidly by hand into an antecubital vein at a rate of about 5 mLs. Dynamic susceptibility-contrast echo-planar (EPI-SE) images were acquired before, during, and after the bolus injection for a total of 60 time points and a TR/TE of 1500/100 or 1700/100 with corresponding time resolutions of 1.5 and 1.7 seconds, an FOV of 40 × 20 cm, a 256 × 64 matrix, and an acquisition time of 126 seconds. A postcontrast T1-weighted SPGR volume was acquired with the same parameters as the precontrast sequence, followed by 3D point-resolved chemical-shift imaging proton spectroscopy. The spectroscopic examinations were performed with a TR/TE of 1000/144, a nominal voxel size of 10 × 10 × 10 mm, phase-encode arrays of 8 × 8 × 8 (two excitations) or 16 × 8 × 8 (one excitation), and an acquisition time of 17 minutes with a preparation time of 5 to 10 minutes, as described previously (14).

#### Analysis of Conventional MR Imaging Data

The T2-, proton density-, and precontrast T1-weighted images were aligned with the postcontrast T1-weighted volume (14). The postcontrast T1-weighted volume was assumed to be aligned with the EPI-SE images and the spectroscopic data; this assumption is reasonable, since the EPI-SE series and the spectroscopic examination were acquired shortly before and after the postcontrast T1-weighted images, respectively.

The conventional MR imaging data were assessed by the neuroradiologists participating in the study to identify regions

---

**Table 1: Diagnosis and treatment in 19 patients with primary glioma**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of patients</th>
<th>Glioma Grade (WHO II Standard)</th>
<th>XRT Only</th>
<th>XRT and GK</th>
<th>XRT and Chemo</th>
<th>GK, XRT and Chemo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>II</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>III</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>IV</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—Six patients with high-grade tumors (grades III and IV) were studied an average of three times after treatment; all others were studied once. XRT indicates external-beam radiation therapy; GK, gamma-knife radiosurgery; Chemo, chemotherapy.
of post-treatment changes, edema, tumor, necrosis, cyst, hemorrhage, or other nontumoral disease. These interpretations were not confirmed by histologic analysis, and they represent the interpretation of MR images as is usually done for the management of treated glioma patients. Since most of these patients had been treated by external-beam radiation, gamma-knife surgery, or chemotherapy, it was generally not possible to distinguish residual or recurrent tumor from treatment-induced effects by means of conventional MR imaging alone. Therefore, most abnormal regions were considered by the neuroradiologists to consist of possible combinations of post-treatment changes, edema, and residual or recurrent tumor.

Calculation of rCBV

The changes in signal intensity as a function of time were used to calculate the rCBV maps and numerical rCBV values. This calculation was based on the assumption that paramagnetic contrast agents increase the T2 rates by virtue of susceptibility differences between the agent and tissue, as previously shown by several authors (17, 18). The MR signal intensity was assumed to be described by the equation shown by several authors (17, 18). The MR signal intensity associated with the paramagnetic agent (18, 22, 23). Therefore, neglecting the T1-weighted dependence in equation 1 (E1 term), as can be seen in the examples shown in Figures 2A and 3A. This effect reduces the signal loss due to susceptibility contrast and would lead to an underestimation of the rCBV values. Corrections for the rCBV calculations in these cases have been proposed (Weisskoff RM, Boxerman JL, Sorensen AG, Kulke SM, Campbell TA, Rosen BR. “Simultaneous Blood Volume and Permeability Mapping Using a Single Gd-Based Contrast Injection.” Paper presented at the Second Scientific Meeting of the Society of Magnetic Resonance, San Francisco, 1994) and have been used to calculate rCBV and relative permeability information simultaneously. The application of this technique in a patient for whom the MR images and proton spectra indicated a contrast-enhancing tumor (Fig 2) and contrast-enhancing necrosis (Fig 3) are shown; Figures 2B and 3B are the corrected vascular concentration time course curves. This technique assumes no change in response functions over the image slice and ignores effects caused by recirculation.

Relative rCBV maps were made by first calculating C(t) from Equation 3, where S0 is an average of the prebolus signal values for each pixel. For pixels without enhancement, the rCBV map value was obtained by directly integrating C(t). The corrected rCBV and permeability weighted map values were calculated for enhancing regions.

Reconstruction and Quantification of MR Spectroscopic Data

The spectral data were baseline corrected, apodized, filtered, Fourier transformed, and quantified using software developed in this laboratory (14). Since these were 3D acquisitions, the spectra could be reconstructed to coincide with the region of interest (ROI) specified in three dimensions by using these programs.

The abnormal proton spectra were classified into three categories based on their levels relative to the average spectra from normal-appearing regions on conventional MR images.
Fig 2. A, The measured signal versus time for a moderately enhancing region of a recurrent anaplastic astrocytoma. Enhancement of the signal after the bolus arrival is due to the leakage of contrast agent into the extravascular space.

B, The vascular concentration versus time corrected for the leakage of contrast agent into the tissue for the ROI described in A. The corrected rCBV (shaded area) is twice that of normal white matter.

Spectra with no significant NAA, Cr, or Cho resonances (less than 3 SD of the noise values) were assumed to correspond to nonviable tissue. Spectra with Cho levels greater than NAA levels and more than 3 SD above normal (but less than 2 SD above normal) values were assumed to correspond to possible tumor. Spectra with Cho levels at least 2 SD above normal were assumed to correspond to tumor.

Visual Assessment of rCBV Maps

The regions interpreted on conventional MR images and labeled by the neuroradiologists were then examined on the rCBV maps for hypointense, hyperintense, or isointense rCBV signal relative to normal white matter. MR image regions that contained two distinct regions of rCBV signal intensity were counted as two regions. The results of this visual assessment were then compared with proton spectra from corresponding regions. A subset of 10 patients’ images were interpreted by both neuroradiologists to investigate reader variability. The results of the 10 studies indicated no variability in the definition of regions on the MR images and very few differences in the visual assessment of rCBV maps. The remaining 21 studies were then interpreted by one neuroradiologist.

Quantitative Comparison of rCBV and Proton Spectra

When possible, two voxels of abnormal proton spectra were chosen for each study for quantitative comparison with rCBV. The abnormal voxels chosen were restricted to those with significantly reduced levels of NAA. One voxel was chosen to have significantly reduced Cho and the other to have normal or elevated Cho. To correlate the spectra and rCBV, the proton spectra were reconstructed to have the voxels of interest coincide with the centers of the EPI-SE images in the slice direction. The rCBV values were normalized to contralateral normal-appearing white matter rCBV values. The normal-appearing white matter regions were segmented by thresholding based on histograms of postcontrast T1- and T2-weighted images that were resampled to the FOV, resolution, and acquisition center of the EPI-SE images.
TABLE 2: Visual assessment of MR images versus relative intensity for the corresponding regions on the rCBV maps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MR Interpretation</th>
<th>rCBV for grades III and IV Tumors</th>
<th>rCBV for Grade II Tumors</th>
<th>rCBV for All Tumors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nonenhancing regions of post-treatment effects/edema/tumor</td>
<td>142 (91), 11 (7), 3 (2)</td>
<td>32 (71), 6 (13), 7 (16)</td>
<td>174 (87), 17 (8), 10 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast-enhancing regions of post-treatment effects and/or tumor</td>
<td>37 (27), 24 (18), 76 (55)</td>
<td>5 (14), 8 (23), 24 (63)</td>
<td>42 (24), 32 (18), 100 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonenhancing regions of post-treatment effects and/or necrosis</td>
<td>12 (100), 0 (0), 0 (0)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>12 (100), 0 (0), 0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyst/surgical cavity</td>
<td>49 (100), 0 (0), 0 (0)</td>
<td>4 (100), 0 (0), 0 (0)</td>
<td>56 (100), 0 (0), 0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemorrhage with or without tumor</td>
<td>1 (100), 0 (0), 0 (0)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>1 (100), 0 (0), 0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of regions/studies</td>
<td>355/24</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>441/31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—The number and percentage of regions with rCBV lower than, equal to, or higher than rCBV of normal-appearing white matter remote from tumor are shown for each region defined on the conventional MR image by the radiologists. All regions interpreted as cyst/surgical cavity, post-treatment effects/necrosis, and hemorrhage corresponded to regions with rCBV below normal. In regions with possible tumor, most nonenhancing regions had below normal rCBV, and more than half of the contrast-enhancing regions had rCBV above normal.

Results

The results include visual and quantitative comparisons of rCBV maps and MR spectroscopic data. The visual comparisons produced correlations between conventional MR images, rCBV maps, and MR spectroscopic data. These showed that 1) nonenhancing regions with tumor/post-treatment effects/edema tended toward hypovascularity and that 2) contrast-enhancing regions with tumor/post-treatment effects corresponded strongly with hypervascularity. The hypovascular rCBV regions visually assessed on the rCBV maps were strongly associated with low levels of metabolites while the hypervascular regions were associated with high Cho, low-NAA spectra. The quantitative comparison was used to determine the relationship between rCBV and Cho levels. This relationship for ROIs in areas of disease was consistent with the results of visual assessment. Although six patients with high-grade tumors were studied an average of three times, the results were found to be the same if only one examination from each patient was considered. Moreover, patients were likely to have either progression or additional treatments between studies, which reduces the redundancy of the data from any individual.

Visual Assessment: Conventional MR Imaging Results

The most commonly identified regions on conventional MR images were areas of nonenhancement. A distinction between tumor and edema/post-treatment changes could not be made on the MR images. Such regions were found in all patients. The second most common observation was contrast-enhancing regions. For most of these regions, the MR images could not be used to differentiate tumor from post-treatment changes.

Visual Assessment: Comparison of rCBV Maps and MR Images

Table 2 summarizes the results of the radiologists’ visual assessment of the rCBV maps for the regions interpreted on the conventional MR images. Of the 207 nonenhancing regions with possible post-treatment changes/edema/tumor, 180 had low rCBV relative to normal white matter, 17 had rCBV similar to normal white matter, and 10 had rCBV above that of normal white matter. Most of the contrast-enhancing regions interpreted from the MR images as representing possible tumor/post-treatment changes had rCBV above normal white matter (100 of 174), 32 regions corresponded to CBV map regions that were similar to normal white matter, and 42 regions had rCBV below that of normal white matter. All 12 regions interpreted from the MR images as representing necrotic/post-treatment changes and 56 cystic/surgical cavity regions had decreased rCBV relative to normal white matter. The two regions considered to represent infarct/post-treatment changes and the three regions regarded as hemorrhage/tumor/post-treatment changes also had decreased rCBV relative to normal-appearing white matter. Two regions with low rCBV and one region with high rCBV appeared normal on the conventional MR images.

For high-grade lesions, almost all nonenhancing regions interpreted from MR images as tumor/post-treatment changes/edema had rCBV that was lower than (91%) or similar to (7%) normal white matter. On the other hand, more than half the contrast-enhancing regions interpreted from MR images as tumor/post-treatment changes had rCBV above normal-appearing white matter.

A contrast-enhanced T1-weighted image and rCBV map of a patient with glioblastoma multiforme (grade IV) are shown in Figure 4A and B, respectively. These images were acquired 14...
months after subtotal resection, 11 months after the start of hyperfractionated external-beam radiation treatment, and 8 months after brachytherapy implants. The rCBV map indicated an increase in hypervascularity in contrast-enhancing regions, which suggested tumor recurrence. This was confirmed by findings from a second resection that was performed 2 weeks after this examination.

Visual Assessment: Comparison of Proton Spectra and MR Images

A strong correlation (P < .001) was found between MR imaging regions identified as abnormal by the neuroradiologists and the corresponding spectral types. All regions interpreted from MR images as cyst, post-treatment necrosis, or hemorrhage/tumor had significantly decreased levels of NAA, Cr, and Cho (nonviable tissue spectral pattern). Contrast-enhancing regions believed to be possible combinations of tumor and post-treatment effects on conventional MR images corresponded mostly to spectra with Cho levels above NAA but not elevated above normal levels (possible tumor spectral pattern) or spectra with Cho elevated above normal levels and NAA greatly reduced (tumor spectral pattern). Nonenhancing regions interpreted as possible combinations of post-treatment effects, edema, and/or tumor corresponded mostly to a spectral pattern of nonviable tissue or possible tumor, with very few voxels having a spectral pattern of tumor. These regions tended to be larger than the contrast-enhancing regions. The scarcity of regions with tumor spectral patterns may reflect partial voluming close to the edge of the lesion rather than the absence of tumor.

Visual Assessment: Comparison of rCBV Maps and Proton Spectra

The results of the comparison between rCBV maps and proton spectra are summarized in Figure 5. The χ² statistic indicated a strong correlation (P < .001) between these variables. The regions with rCBV intensities below normal contralateral white matter were found to have spectra with low NAA, Cho, and Cr, with Cho spectra above NAA but lower than or equal to normal Cho values (spectral patterns of nonviable tissue and possible tumor). The regions with normal-appearing rCBV intensity corresponded to regions with normal Cho levels and to areas with spectra of mixed high and low Cho levels. Regions with above-normal rCBV intensities corresponded to spectra with low NAA and high-to-normal Cho levels. Furthermore, for hypointense regions on the rCBV map, there were no corresponding tumor spectral patterns. Similarly, for regions that were hyperintense on the rCBV map, there were no corresponding nonviable tissue spectral patterns. Examples of correlations between
F I G 6. A±D, Contrast-enhanced T1-weighted (32/8/1) image (A), permeability-weighted image (B), rCBV map (C), and corresponding proton spectra (D) for a patient with recurrent anaplastic astrocytoma. Note that the intensity of the rCBV map is markedly lower in the regions of reduced intensity posterior to the contrast-enhanced T1-weighted image, which may correspond to a region of edema or infiltrative nonenhancing tumor. The 2 × 2 array of proton spectra from voxels corresponding to the contrast-enhancing lesion indicate tumor, as evidenced by elevated levels of Cho, negligible NAA, and a resonance corresponding to lactate or lipid.

MR imaging findings, rCBV values, and MR spectra are shown in Figures 6 and 7.

Quantitative Comparison of rCBV and Cho
A quantitative comparison of rCBV versus metabolite levels was obtained for high-grade lesions only, since the number of voxels for lower grade tumors was too few to make a statistically significant fit. Fits to concentration data from ROIs were performed in the regions identified as abnormal on conventional MR images and for which proton spectra were acquired. When possible, two ROIs were chosen to correspond to spectra with NAA at least 2 SD below normal: one ROI with normal-to-high Cho levels and one with very low Cho levels. After the elimination of regions for which the spectral quality was poor or the rCBV fit unacceptable (27), 35 spectral voxels were available for this comparison. These voxels had Cho values ranging from 0.0 to 2.3 times normal and NAA values ranging from 0.0 to 0.5 times the normal spectral values. The results of a linear regression analysis of normalized rCBV values against the corresponding normalized Cho values are shown in Figure 8. The correlation indicated that the blood volume values were proportional to the Cho values (r = .97). This relationship also indicates that in order for rCBV to be near gray matter values (2.0 to 2.3 times that of white matter), the corresponding spectra would have to have Cho levels that were 2.0 to 3.0 times normal. While this is sometimes the case, most treated glioma patients had Cho levels less than 1.5 times normal (15). Therefore, rCBV will tend to be below gray matter values, even in regions of tumor for this patient population.

Discussion
The survival rate for patients with cerebral gliomas is relatively poor and may depend on the effectiveness of treatment, such as surgery, radiation ther-
apy, and chemotherapy. The assessment of response to therapy requires an accurate definition of tumor presence and extent. Since conventional MR imaging is limited in its ability to assess tumor volume in treated patients, the emergence of new technologies that can better define tumor presence and extent is important for the assessment of response to therapy.

The effectiveness of imaging techniques in the assessment of tumor presence and extent in untreated patients cannot be assumed to be the same as in treated patients. The evaluation of patients with treated gliomas is more complex and is often difficult by conventional MR imaging alone. Although positron emission tomography with $^{18}$F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG-PET) has been used for patients with untreated gliomas, there have been reports of difficulties in interpreting scans obtained after radiation therapy (28–31). Although blood volume maps are similar to FDG-PET scans in that they have high signal intensity in normal tissue, such as the cortex, there are possible advantages to this technique over FDG-PET studies. The rCBV measurements can be part of the clinical MR imaging examination and so add little to standard costs and patient inconvenience as compared with FDG-PET.

For rCBV maps to be useful for patients with treated gliomas, it must first be shown that rCBV values in these patients can be used to distinguish tumor from treatment effects and necrosis. Previous studies have shown that rCBV above that of normal
white matter corresponds to tumor (5). Additionally, spectral patterns with highly elevated Cho (more than 2 SD above normal) and decreased NAA have been shown to indicate tumor (Dowling C, Vigneron DB, Day MR, et al. “Correlation of Preoperative MR Spectroscopic Imaging with Subsequent Histologic Examination in Brain Tumor Patients with a Mass Lesion.” Paper presented at the annual meeting of the American Society of Neuroradiology, Toronto, 1997). A comparison of rCBV with proton spectra provides an indirect indication of the ability of this technique to assess tumor presence in these patients. The current study indicates that blood volume maps are useful for determining tissue viability in patients who have been treated, and that the combination of rCBV and proton spectroscopy may provide a higher degree of confidence in distinguishing tumor from necrosis.

The rCBV characteristics of treated patients indicate a trend toward normal to increased rCBV in contrast-enhancing regions and decreased rCBV in nonenhancing regions. However, a prospective study using a uniform treatment protocol and study time points is needed to confirm these findings.

Of all the regions in which conventional MR imaging suggested possible tumor, about 13% had normal-appearing rCBV. The significance of this finding is not clear, since the spectra in most of these regions were of the pattern that has so far only been characterized as possible tumor. Tumor in these regions cannot be ruled out, because previous studies have indicated that normal-appearing rCBV in high-grade gliomas corresponds to tumor and micronecrosis (5), and it is unknown whether the effects of therapy may lead to normal-appearing rCBV in regions of tumor.

Contrast-enhancing regions in all low-grade gliomas corresponded to tumor, as indicated by elevated blood volume and highly elevated Cho/decreased NAA spectral patterns. On the other hand, in the high-grade tumors, elevated blood volume in contrast-enhancing regions corresponded to spectral patterns with decreased NAA and either highly elevated or nearly normal Cho (within 2 SD of normal). Although spectral patterns with nearly normal Cho and decreased NAA are not always tumor, they may represent partial volume of tumor and necrosis, which is common in high-grade tumors.

For nonenhancing regions in low-grade tumors, elevated blood volume corresponded to spectra that indicate tumor (highly elevated Cho/decreased NAA). Very few nonenhancing regions with elevated blood volume were observed for the higher grade gliomas.

In many cases, rCBV and MR spectroscopy complement each other in their ability to provide improved tissue characterization. The heterogeneous rCBV values found in this study for high-grade gliomas agree with previous studies of rCBV maps of untreated gliomas (4, 5). As a result of this heterogeneity, the average rCBV values in glioblastoma multiforme were not significantly higher than white matter values, presumably because of averaging of tumor and necrotic regions. Also, since the tumor rCBV values are typically between white and gray matter values, the specificity of rCBV in identifying tumor is limited near the cortex and other regions that have normal rCBV values above white matter. The MR spectroscopic data do not suffer from this limitation, because the differences in metabolite levels between normal and tumor voxels are much larger than the differences between the metabolite levels in normal gray and white matter. As a result of the better specificity of MR spectroscopy over rCBV in these cases, the extent of abnormality that was predicted by proton spectroscopy was sometimes larger than that suggested by rCBV maps. On the other hand, the interpretation of the spectra from regions with heterogeneous morphology was sometimes difficult. In such cases, it was not possible to determine whether voxels with decreased NAA levels but with Cho levels less than or equal to normal corresponded to gliosis or to partial volume of tumor and necrosis. In these circumstances, the higher resolution of the rCBV maps allows the identification of pockets of tumor (hypervascularity) and necrosis (hypovascularity) within the 1-cm³ voxel region.

Conclusion

The current study suggests that a combination of rCBV and MR spectroscopy may be important in increasing the ability to noninvasively differentiate tumor from necrosis, post-treatment effects, or edema in patients with treated gliomas, and may therefore be useful for evaluating response to therapy. Values of rCBV in regions with metabolic profiles characteristic of tumor were typically above those found in normal-appearing white matter but lower than or equal to those in gray matter. This implies that the blood volume data should be interpreted carefully in context of the anatomy. In regions near the cortex, where the rCBV data were ambiguous, the spectral data were able to provide more definitive results.
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